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Fast Facts

- Total Number of Illegal Aliens: 14.3 Million
- Total Spending on Illegal Immigration: $132 Billion
- Total Number of Veterans: 19.5 Million
- Total Spending on Veterans in FY 2020: $217 Billion
- Estimated Amount of Money Necessary to Properly Resource Veteran Needs in FY 2021: $243 billion
- Total Number of Illegal Aliens Occupying Jobs: 7 million
- Estimated Number of Veterans Unemployed/Underemployed: 1.2 million
- Total Number of Veterans Homeless or At-risk of Becoming Homeless: 1.5 million

Introduction

What do veterans have to do with immigration? More than you might think. The War on Terrorism has resulted in more veterans who have experienced overseas combat deployments than at any time since the end of World War II. The net result is that more veterans than ever are in need of services from the country they served so well. But, due to America’s foolhardy immigration policies, our government is now spending more and more money on services for illegal aliens – foreigners who have no right to be in the U.S. – resulting in a squeeze on resources available for the citizens and lawful immigrants who were prepared to make the ultimate sacrifice for their country.

For example, in April 2019, the New York state legislature set aside $27 million in college tuition assistance for the children of illegal aliens but refused to add a few hundred thousand dollars to a program that funds university education for the children of deceased and disabled veterans. That is perhaps the most egregious example of the way in which flawed immigration policies are putting veterans in competition with illegal aliens. Yet, other examples abound.

FAIR recently found that the ten states with the smallest immigrant populations spend $454 million each year on illegal aliens. As FAIR noted, “To put that figure into context, that $454 million expenditure is more than 200 times what the state of Montana budgets for its entire Veterans Affairs program.”
The federal government spends nearly $780 million per year on travel costs and amenities for tens of thousands of refugee and asylee applicants – the vast majority of whom file dubious claims -- all while the Veterans Administration has struggled to acquire additional funding in order to meet the basic needs of veterans.  

The Epidemic of Homeless Veterans  

Unfortunately, politicians in numerous states also believe taxpayer dollars are better spent on illegal aliens who do not belong in the United States than on the men and women who bravely defended our freedom. There were 37,085 homeless veterans in January 2019. More than a quarter of them – 10,980 – lived in California. An additional 1,270 lived in New York, and 1,585 were in Washington. Yet while homeless veterans roam the streets, these states spend billions of taxpayer dollars every year coddling their illegal alien populations.  

For example, California spends more than $23 billion on illegal aliens and their children annually. New York also spends about $7.5 billion, while Washington spends an additional $2 billion. These three states are renowned for their insistence on protecting illegal aliens. California is home to more than a quarter of the nation’s homeless veterans, yet the state’s politicians insist on defying federal law. In fact, the entire state declared itself a sanctuary jurisdiction in 2017.  

Despite veterans making up only 6 percent of the U.S. population, they represent 8 percent of all homeless adults in the United States. Twenty-seven percent of veterans who served in Iraq and Afghanistan also struggle to put food on their table. An estimated 1.2 million veterans are either unemployed or underemployed. In the meantime, 7 million illegal aliens are working in the United States. Those are jobs that could – and should – go to jobless veterans.  

So why exactly are these states spending billions of dollars to ensure illegal aliens are comfortable when substantial numbers of veterans struggle to survive? These illegal aliens knowingly broke the law to enter the United States and continue to break the law by remaining here. Meanwhile, the veterans who fought for our freedom are shafted and – quite literally – left out on the streets. But open-borders politicians just do not seem to care.  

Providing Health Care for Illegal Aliens  

Veterans also receive subpar health care in the United States. Unfortunately, it can take months before they receive vital treatment at a primary care VA clinic. Take California, for example. San Jose veterans wait an average of 50 days before receiving an appointment, and it gets much worse. The average wait time in Modesto, California, is 95 days.  

What was California’s response to this problem? The state’s lawmakers passed a bill in 2019 that granted taxpayer-funded health insurance to many illegal aliens between the ages of 19 and 25. This program will likely cost $98 million in the first fiscal year. So while veterans – including those who are homeless – struggle to receive health care, California is providing young illegal aliens with free health insurance.  

And this preferential treatment to illegal aliens goes beyond the Golden State. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, at least 16 states offer some form of taxpayer-funded health insurance to illegal aliens. Under the Affordable Care Act (ACA), low-income residents can
receive subsidies from the federal government to lower their expenses, but illegal aliens are not allowed to receive these benefits. However, the open-borders lobby is now advocating for an ACA expansion to include the low-income illegal population. This would cost approximately $10 billion annually and could potentially reach a staggering $23 billion. In Fiscal Year 2018, $71 billion was spent nationwide on medical care for veterans. The funding that the government would spend on illegal aliens could provide a significant boost to the currently inferior care that our veterans receive.

When our own veterans struggle to receive proper health care, why should we provide illegal aliens with billions of dollars of taxpayer-funded health insurance? Every state that already offers some health care to illegal aliens could be spending that money on improving the systems already failing the men and women who risked their lives fighting for this country. Additionally, the funding required to expand the ACA to illegal aliens could be used to hire new employees at VA clinics, build better facilities for patients, and provide better care for veterans.

**Defending Illegal Aliens While Veterans Suffer**

It is not just illegal alien health care that the open-borders lobby intends to fund. Sanctuary jurisdictions are now providing illegal aliens with taxpayer-funded legal aid to help protect them from federal law enforcement. Rather than protect and serve their own citizens, these jurisdictions are spending millions of dollars to ensure that Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) has a difficult time deporting illegal aliens. Veterans everywhere struggle with serious issues, such as PTSD, depression, and homelessness, yet open-borders politicians insist on using taxpayer dollars to ensure that illegal aliens are rewarded for their lawless actions.

For example, in 2018, officials in Oakland, California, created a $300,000 fund for illegal aliens facing possible deportation. Los Angeles created an even larger fund that has spent more than $7 million so far providing illegal aliens with legal aid. And unfortunately, open-borders advocates have begun similar funds all across the nation. In Maryland, Baltimore approved $200,000 worth of spending in 2018 to protect illegal aliens from deportation, and Montgomery County set aside an additional $370,000. This is the same county where at least eight illegal aliens were accused of rape within the span of just over a month last year.

It is irresponsible for jurisdictions to fund legal aid for illegal aliens when U.S. citizens, veterans among them, are living in communities plagued by illegal alien crime. Montgomery County is the home to more than 42,000 veterans and has an overall population of approximately 1.1 million people. However, the county’s politicians have chosen to spend scarce financial resources “defending” illegal alien criminals who appear content to prey upon the weak and vulnerable across the jurisdiction. This would be offensive under the best of circumstances. When veterans in Maryland are in crisis, such actions move beyond offensive and verge on criminally negligent.

In Maryland, 78 veterans committed suicide in 2017. As horrifying as this may sound for Maryland, the situation is even worse in the biggest sanctuary jurisdiction of them all – California. In 2017, 111 veterans committed suicide in San Diego, and an additional 93 took their own lives in Los Angeles County. In total, 491 of the Golden State’s veterans took their own lives that year. Throughout the nation, more than 6,000 veterans chose to take their own lives in 2017. These are the people who lawmakers should protect. If states cared more about veterans than illegal aliens, many of those 6,000 Americans may still be with us today.
The money that local officials wasted in vain efforts to “protect” illegal alien lawbreakers would have been more wisely spent on programs designed to assist veterans in getting back on their feet. Many veterans need mental health assistance, financial aid for their families, and job training to prepare them for the workforce. Instead, their elected representatives are choosing to ignore the veterans who have served our nation while preserving the interests of foreign nationals who have thumbed their noses at both our legal system and our way of life.

**Conclusion**

Americans who care about the members of our armed forces should ask, “Why are we spending billions of dollars catering to illegal aliens when we aren’t properly taking care of the men and women who risk life and limb to protect us against all enemies foreign and domestic?”

There are 14.3 million illegal aliens in the United States, and that does not include their 4.8 million American-born children. In total, they pose a fiscal burden of $132 billion to the United States every year. That money pays for their education, health care, and various forms of welfare and subsidies.

By comparison, 19.5 million veterans live in the U.S., and the total expenditure for their needs in FY 2020 was $217 billion. The amount our nation spends on illegal aliens is 61 percent of what it spends on veterans. If the illegal population continues to grow, the cost to maintain them could soon surpass the total veteran expenditure.

But what exactly can elected officials do to reverse this course? First of all, rather than spending taxpayer dollars on foolhardy projects like legal aid for illegal aliens, they can create new programs, or expand existing ones, that train homeless veterans and prepare them for careers. The U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs offers job-training programs, but veterans need more help at the state and local level — help that is oriented toward local employment conditions and local economic needs. The federal government does not have the capacity to know what works best within each community. That is where local governments need to step in and fill the gaps. They cannot achieve that goal when they are actively working against the federal government to protect illegal aliens.

So how can open-borders politicians justify their actions when so many veterans struggle to survive in the very country that they risked their lives to defend? The answer is simple: They can’t. Despite the fact that illegal aliens have no right to be in the United States, these lawmakers ignore their own struggling constituents in favor of people who continue to break the law by remaining in the country. However, it is not too late to reverse course. There is an obvious problem in our nation when so many veterans continue to suffer on a daily basis. It is far past time for our elected officials to act.

---


7 The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) does not track unemployment for veterans like it does for the general population. However, based on prevailing BLS data, and adjusting the proportion of underemployment in the general public to the veteran population, we believe that approximately 1.2 million veterans in the United States are either without work or working part time for economic reasons. Unemployment data for veterans are released by the Department of Labor, Veterans’ Employment and Training Service, https://www.dol.gov/agencies/vets/latest, and unemployment figures for the general public are calculated by the BLS report, “Alternative Measures of Labor Underutilization,” https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.t15.htm.
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